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THE POPULARITY OF offshoring software development to countries with
lower labor costs keeps growing, fueled
by the hope that it will cut expenses.1
This remains the case despite occasional claims that offshoring is motivated by reasons other than reducing
expenses, such as proximity to customers and markets, access to specific expertise, and the enabling of innovation
and shared best practices.
A recent industry report claimed
that a project that outsourced development from Germany to India resulted
in high-quality software delivered on
time, as well as cost savings of “several million euros per year”2 due to
lower salaries. But how accurate are
such claims? Is actual evidence provided? Are the cost-calculating methods transparent?
Many corporate executives have
moved and are continuing to move software development offshore, swayed by
lower programmer salaries. However,
a close look shows that it is unclear
whether offshoring really yields overall
economic benefits. In fact, experience
demonstrates that the assumed savings
should not be taken for granted. 3
Several studies indicate that cost
savings are not as great as pure salary comparisons suggest due to other
factors such as the additional over-

head necessary to manage overseas
work. 2,3,4 Moreover, low-cost labor’s
benefits must be weighed against the
risk of missed deadlines, lower-quality
products, and dissatisfied customers.
To shed some light on this matter,
we look at the evidence of whether offshoring actually yields cost savings.
Evidence, most commonly employed in
the legal process, is often used in decision making. We examine offshoring
using the legal system as a metaphor,
based on the evidence profi le Claes
Wohlin has proposed (see the “Evidence Profi le” sidebar). 5
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Evidence of Cost Savings
Our review of more than 500 papers
on global software engineering (GSE)
found that only 14 presented evidence of
achieving or failing to achieve cost savings (see Table 1), although most of the
authors mentioned economic benefits in
their articles.
Our evidence profi le (see Figure 1)
yielded inconclusive results because the
numbers of studies demonstrating and
not demonstrating cost savings were almost equal. We were also unable to determine patterns as to which factors influenced cost savings. For example, we
found no connection between savings
and sourcing models (outsourcing versus insourcing) or the number of sites to
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EVIDENCE PROFILE
Countries’ judicial systems differ, but most work with
evidence and feature several key players: judge, jury,
prosecutor, defense attorney, and defendant. Metaphorically speaking, these roles correspond to the following
elements of our study.
The defendant is the study’s object, which in our case
is determining whether offshoring can reduce costs. The
goal is to use the available evidence to determine whether
this is the case. Prosecutors and defense attorneys are
the authors of the papers we reviewed. Their roles are
based on whether their papers say global software engineering does or does not yield cost savings. The judge or
jury is a company’s decision makers—such as senior executives or project managers—who must decide whether
to offshore software development based on the available
evidence.
The first decision to make is to judge what exactly constitutes evidence:
• If utilizing surveys, companies must determine
whether an entire survey is one piece of evidence or
each response is a separate piece of evidence.
• If using a collection of case studies, companies
must decide whether the aggregation is one piece
of evidence or each study is an individual piece of
evidence.
We recommend using a study’s objective to decide
what constitutes a piece of evidence. For example, if the
study reaches a single conclusion based on several case
studies within a company, the aggregation is a single piece
of evidence. Similarly, if it derives overall results from a
survey, that also represents a single piece of evidence.
But if authors present multiple case studies and offer
several conclusions based on each case, the study should
be viewed as containing separate pieces of evidence. Each
would be weaker than the evidence produced by a set of
case studies leading to one conclusion.
Claes Wohlin discussed how to evaluate evidence in
software engineering similarly to the way evidence is considered in legal proceedings.1 He posited the following five
levels of evidence.

Strong evidence is either a well-documented, controlled experiment with a representative sample from the
intended population or a cross-company multicase study
conducted by researchers with no vested interest in the
study’s results. The researchers should publish their work
after peer review.
Evidence is a well-documented, controlled experiment
with nonrepresentative subjects, a series of case studies
from within a single company, or a well-documented study
of a single case by a researcher with no vested interest in
the results. The work should be peer-reviewed and presented at a conference or in a journal.
Circumstantial evidence is a well-documented, controlled experiment by anyone with a vested interest in
the results, a study of a single case, or a well-conducted
survey with a representative sample. The work should
be peer-reviewed and presented at a conference or in a
journal.
A third-party claim is an experience report, lessons
learned, or a nonrepresentative survey by anyone with
a vested interest. The work could be presented in any
publication.
A first- or second-party claim is information published
by the developer of, for example, the software tool being
discussed or anyone with a vested interest in the results.
When the evidence is gathered and evaluated, the decision
maker should take into account several aspects that might
influence the final judgment. These include evidence strength,
quality, and relevance; source reliability and impartiality; and
the aging of evidence. This can be done in five steps:
1. identifying relevant sources of evidence,
2. extracting the data,
3. determining the number of data points from an evidence
perspective,
4. judging the evidence’s strength, and
5. evaluating for vested interests.
Reference
1. C. Wohlin, “An Evidence Profile for Software Engineering Research and
Practice,” Perspectives on the Future of Software Engineering—Essays in
Honor of Dieter Rombach, Springer, 2013, pp. 145–157.
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TABLE 1
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Evidence sources
Article
reference
no.

Company

3

HP

6

Nokia

No. of
sources

Type of work

Sourcing
model

1 collaboration

Remote customer
support

Insourcing

1 collaboration

Remote support
work

3 projects

Basic-complexity
projects

6 projects

Moderatecomplexity
projects

4 projects

Complex projects

Achieved

3 projects

Moderatecomplexity
projects

Not
achieved

2 projects

Complex projects

Not
achieved

s4voe.indd 28

Result

Savings or losses

US, Ireland,
India

Achieved

10× savings compared to sending an
engineer to the customer’s site

N/A

Further 3× savings
Outsourcing

Finland, US,
Central and
Eastern EU,
India, China,
others

Achieved

N/A

N/A

Achieved

7

Various

Many

Telecom and automotive projects

N/A

N/A

Achieved

10–15% savings after
2–3 years

N/A

8

Schlumberger

2 projects

Complex and
knowledgeintensive
development tasks

Outsourcing

N/A

Not
achieved

N/A

N/A

9

N/A

1 project

Development and
maintenance of
financial software

Outsourcing

2 sites in
US, Ireland

Not
achieved

N/A

N/A

10

Nokia

2 projects

Test automation

Outsourcing

Finland,
India

Achieved

N/A

N/A

1 project

28

Sites

Basis
for
calculations

Germany,
China

11

N/A

1 project

Improvement of
a large legacy
banking
application

Insourcing

Finland,
Eastern
European
country

Not
achieved

N/A

N/A

12

N/A

1 collaboration

Complex system
development

Outsourcing

Norway,
India

Not
achieved

N/A

N/A

13

N/A

19 projects

Agile projects

Various

Europe,
Asia, the
Americas

Achieved

>50% savings in 20%
of projects, 25–50%
savings in 60% of
projects, and 10–25%
savings in 20% of
projects

N/A

29 projects

Structured
projects
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED

VOICE OF EVIDENCE

Article
reference
no.

Company

14

Phillips

>200
projects

Consumerelectronics
product software
development

15

N/A

1 project

16

N/A

1 project,
phase 1

No. of
sources

17

18

N/A

IBM

Result

Savings or losses

Various

Asia,
Europe,
India

Not
achieved

2× to 3× costlier than
collocated development

N/A

Continuation
of payrollmanagementsystem development

Outsourcing

Norway,
Russia

Achieved

35–40% savings

N/A

Application
development and
maintenance for a
telecommunications carrier

Outsourcing

2 sites in US

Achieved

Dramatic savings

N/A

US, India

Not
achieved

N/A

Salary
comparisons

1 project

Embeddedsoftware
development

Outsourcing

US, India

Not
achieved

N/A

N/A

Several
projects

Selected projects
with well-defined
deliverables

US, 2 sites
in India,
unclear
location

Achieved

10–15% savings over
onshore costs

2 projects

Web application
development with
follow-the-sun
approach

US, India

Not
achieved

Significant decrease
in gross profit

1 project

which a project was outsourced (two
versus three or more).
We also determined that none of
the evidence provided in studies was
reliable for determining whether
GSE leads to cost savings. Although
some studies looked at a large number of projects and collected data in
different ways (surveys, interviews,
and documentation analysis), the authors did not explicitly disclose actual cost savings. And none of them
provided economic data that help reconstruct savings calculations, such
as salary information, number of
people employed, productivity data,
and additional costs.

Achieving Cost Savings
Some researchers whose work we
studied have associated big GSE cost

Insourcing

Significant net loss
with positive gross
profit

savings with relatively simple, basic
projects6 and projects based on welldefined processes and deliverables
that require little management.7,17
Projects
distributed
among
many sites demonstrated smaller
cost benefits—perhaps 10 to 15
p ercent—achieved only after a
two- to three-year developer learning curve.7 One study found that
outsourcing individual processes—
such as test automation—in a project decreased costs,10 although the
authors admitted that such projects
in their case faced minor schedule slippage, quality concerns, and
hidden costs related to onshore
support and the transition of development processes.
Unlike many other studies, our
findings suggest that sometimes out-

Net value
and gross
profit

sourcing complex development tasks
can yield successful results and decrease costs.6

Not Achieving Cost Savings
Outsourcing complex projects—
including those that require great
expertise8 and those that are domain
specific6,12 or highly technical—
often doesn’t save money. These
types of projects include developing
embedded software17 or evolving
and maintaining legacy systems.9,11
As was the case with many other
studies, our investigation found that
the follow-the-sun development approach also didn’t reduce costs due
to a dramatic increase in overhead.18
Despite salary-based reductions
on the surface, the failure to deliver working software turns the
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Cost savings achieved
Strong evidence
Evidence
Circumstantial
evidence
Third-party claims
First- or secondparty claims
First- or secondparty claims
Third-party claims
Circumstantial
evidence
Evidence

1
(3)

3
(6)

6
(6)

4
(6)

3
(10)

48
(13)

1
(15)

2
(6)

6
(8)

1
(9)

1
(11)

1
(12)

200+
(14)

1
(16)

1
(17)

1
(7)

3
(6)

1
(16)

1
(17)

1
(18)

2
(18)

Strong evidence
Cost savings
not achieved

FIGURE 1. An evidence profile for cost savings in global software engineering. Each
box indicates a study. The main number in each box is the number of data sources
(projects, interviewees from different projects, or survey respondents). The number in
parentheses is the number of the reference listed at the end of this article that refers
to the project. The orange boxes indicate studies by authors who might have a vested
interest in the results.

discussion of cost savings moot.6,16
And while certain initially troubled
projects have recovered,8 high expectations of cost savings, especially
on an immediate basis, have not always been met due to significant
management overhead and longerthan-expected ramp-up.8

Recommendations
For companies considering offshoring, we recommend the following.
First, plan carefully. On top of
typical project concerns, GSE adds
its own risks, such as poor selection
of outsourcing providers10 and high
turnover at such businesses.12
Second, do not be carried away
by salary levels alone. Many studies warn that GSE cost savings are
less than expected.7,8 Strategies that
allocate work based on outsourced
30
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developers’ availability and salary
savings often result in imbalanced
workloads, lower product quality,
and the need to redo some work due
to project complexity.19 GSE projects
often involve hidden costs such as
additional management and insufficient performance,9 project delivery
failures,6,16 and lower-quality products requiring rework.12,19 Companies often must make significant
investments in documentation, training, and onshore support to compensate for the initial gaps in overseas
developers’ specific knowledge and
their lack of experience and understanding of the tasks.
Third, set clear goals. Offshore
developers should be paid for results
and not for the number of hours they
work. One study reported that Malaysian engineers who were paid half
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of what Irish engineers received per
hour often lacked technical knowledge and extensive relevant experience, which significantly affected
productivity.9 Similarly, a perceived
upfront benefit of eightfold salary
savings in using developers from
India rather than the US was offset
by additional project-coordination
costs and lower productivity. 3
Fourth, do not expect immediate
cost savings. In GSE projects that result in savings, companies typically
lose money fi rst.1 Overseas developers experience learning curves, and
the projects often encounter problems before running smoothly. A
company might not realize savings
for two to four years.7,13 Thus, offshoring might not be appropriate for
short-term projects or businesses that
require immediate economic returns.
Finally, carefully calculate or,
where necessary, estimate costs.4
Currently, however, no good models
for this exist for offshore software
development. 3

T

he promise of cost savings
via GSE is appealing. Many
studies say outsourcing projects to countries with lower developer salaries will provide such benefits.9 However, our investigation has
not found enough evidence to reach
this conclusion.
In some cases, GSE doesn’t work
out. Success is not guaranteed, noted
two leading industry managers who
acted as jurors for the work presented here (see the “Voice of the
Jury” sidebar).
Companies must perform critical risk assessment with due diligence to determine whether an
offshoring project in progress is
doomed to failure, no matter how
much time and money have been
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VOICE OF THE JURY
For the research described in the main article, two leading
industry managers served as jurors judging global software
engineering and its potential benefits. Their comments
serve as a motivation for our verdict. Evidently, both experts
agree that cost calculation is a complex context-dependent
issue, which is of importance for industry.
Maria Larsson, head of software development and integration at Ericsson’s Aachen R&D center:
My experience of offshoring to low-labor-cost countries
and of whether cost savings are achieved is based on
setup and time perspective. I have seen benefits from a
cost perspective when a long-term partnership has been
built up … and areas of responsibility have been distributed to avoid coordination overhead and reduce dependencies. We have a tendency to underestimate cost that
is not visible in the hourly rate such as attrition, increased
need for travel, expertise, knowledge buildup, etc. On the
other hand, values such as global representation and access to other markets are hard to put a price tag on.
Evaluating the evidence is complex. My conclusion from
the evidence profile here is that the facts are hard to find,
which supports my own experience.
Even if this study doesn’t provide evidence of cost savings, I find this kind of research valuable for global companies like Ericsson to verify that we can benefit from our
own and other companies’ experience and to identify key
areas to address when deciding whether to offshore to
achieve cost savings.

invested.12 In that case, businesses
might have to cut their losses and
fi nd a new partner or backsource
their work for good.
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Tormod Svensen, director of operations for QHSE (quality, health, safety, environment), integrity, and optimization
at DNV GL Software:
Research on cost savings is important to enable businesses to make better decisions. One weakness with papers
reporting on cost savings in this study is that they do not
include any hard numbers and facts, which makes it difficult to learn from them.
Our business is about producing licenses that we sell
worldwide. We also do bespoke development close to a
single customer. For us to succeed, we need to be close
to the market.
When we consider cost, we need to consider many factors, including the business model. We tried years ago to
offshore pure coding. We spent so much time writing the
specifications and verifying the resulting work that we
really did not get any cost-efficiency gains.
From our first offshore attempt, we also realized that writing code is a small part of our total value chain. To understand cost calculation, we need to look at the total value
chain, which is very complex.
Finally, salary is not the only consideration to be made.
Coordination between sites is also a cost driver. The key
things we have learned support the recommendations
suggested in this paper, especially the recommendation
of careful planning.
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